INTERNATIONAL MSSP LEVERAGES FORTINET
TO DELIVER EXPERT CYBER PROTECTION
SERVICES TO WORLDWIDE CLIENT BASE
“Fortinet is refreshingly open in
enabling other providers to
connect via API to all core
products. The Fortinet fabric
has matured quickly providing
a cohesive platform of control,
the inclusion of FortiEDR,
FortiInsight and FortiSoar
means we have advanced
control in our Fortinet managed
service without any reliance on
other vendors.”
ondon-based Infosec Partners is a managed security services provider
P that takes
a pragmatic, business-centric approach to delivering its solutions and services.
The company has an e tensive portfolio of offerings that range from strategic, board-level
cyber-consulting to indication of compromise and penetration testing, emergency incident
response and
management of comple security infrastructures. lients include some
of the orld s largest and best-kno n businesses, high net orth individuals and their
families, as well as high risk environments such as film sets & superyachts.
Infosec Partners security consultants are put through a highly structured training program
and are re uired to attain formal business, technical, and vendor-specific credentials before
being permitted to engage ith clients. The company has assembled a net ork of trusted
partners
ith Fortinet prominent among the select group to create a orld-class
portfolio of solutions and services to complement its o n in-house cyber e pertise.

EARLY ADOPTERS
Infosec Partners as the first ritish company to be a arded the coveted “Partner of
cellence” classification by Fortinet and are one of the inaugural inductees into the
Fortinet ecurity Fabric pert Program. ark Oakton, security industry veteran and
Infosec Partners founder, e pounded, “We actually have a policy of being vendor-agnostic
but over the years you gain a feel for hat orks, hom to trust and hich companies
provide actual risk reduction. ased on years of e perience, e felt very confident that the
value of partnering ith Fortinet and our subse uent achievements together have more
than validated this premise.”

– Mark Oakton,
Founder and Director of Security,
Infosec Partners

DETAILS
CUSTOMER: Infosec Partners
INDUSTRY: Cybersecurity Services
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Infosec Partners began its relationship ith Fortinet from its inception, ith ark Oakton
and his team being the first to deploy Fortinet technology in the
, shortly after the
cybersecurity giant as founded. “ ven in the early days, Fortinet as doing some
ama ing things,” recalled Oakton.
Infosec Partners realised that the integration of security controls as key to elevated
protection levels and needed an endpoint protection platform that seamlessly shared
intelligence ith core fire alls and I
platforms.
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Forti
as chosen It s one of the best endpoint agents for PP and
on the market
today and the uplift in visibility gained from an integrated platform is a game changer,”
observed Oakton. “ oupled ith FortiInsight providing insider threat protection
behavioural analysis, and Forticlient to supply P and eb-filtering capabilities, e believe
endpoint surface risks can be materially minimi ed.

TIMING IS EVERYTHING
Fast for ard several years and seeing a trend in the large number of companies that ere
struggling to effectively manage their security measures, Oakton used the opportunity to
e pand his company s capabilities to become a managed security services provider.
“We kne that e anted to construct our
P services portfolio around a security
information and event management I
hub. o ever, today
ith over a decade of
e perience ith traditional I s it s obvious that the ma ority ust don t ork,” he stated.
“They re hugely e pensive, they re enormously comple , take months if not years to roll out,
and there s a vast operational overhead for managing, monitoring, and t eaking them.”
Oakton continued, “This is hy e ere very e cited to hear that Fortinet as releasing its
o n I , and it turns out that Fortinet Forti I
has proven to be absolutely the best
solution for our clients and for us as an
P.” The early integration of all core fabric
controls ith Forti I
as pivotal for Infosec Partners in managing customers endpoint
and net ork security environments.

BUSINESS IMPACT
nnAbility

to offer broad visibility and
protection across network and
endpoint attack surfaces at all
phases of the threat lifecycle

nnSecurity

architecture enables
seamless integration of best-in-class
solutions into unified security stack

nnRapid

deployment capabilities
minimize window of vulnerability and
threat exposure for clients

nnPre-validated

integrated solution
saves time and resources, lowering
total cost of ownership

FORTISIEM DELIVERS COMPELLING VALUE
irroring the same easy-to-deploy and simple-to-manage philosophies of other Fortinet
solutions, Forti I
enables Infosec Partners to operationali e customers in an e tremely
short period of time. “Fre uently a ne client ill approach us ith an urgent need to
address specific issues ith their security and they are astounded to learn that e can get
them up and running ithin three hours,” commented Oakton. “The competition can take
many, many months to bring their I s online, so being able to dramatically minimi e a
client s indo of vulnerability is e tremely compelling for everyone. Forti I
enables us
to immediately deliver value.”
For the ma ority of its clients, Infosec Partners deploys multiple Fortinet solutions to protect
the organi ation s entire attack surface, complemented by a set of real-time threat
intelligence and digital forensics services centered around the capabilities of Forti I .
ll the components are unified by the uni ue architecture of the Fortinet ecurity Fabric
together delivering comprehensive protection, enterprise- ide visibility, and management
from a single console.
The use of open PIs and connectors supports the integration of an almost infinite number of
third-party products, enabling customers to derive even more value from their security
deployments. The ecosystem of complementary technologies and services provided by thirdparty products helps customers gain better security and enables lo er total cost of o nership.

OPEN FOR PARTNERING
“We ve been a big proponent of the Fortinet fabric and the beauty is that e can
seamlessly e tend it, many of our clients have several Fortinet components as an integrated
fabric of baseline control for their environment but then e layer in technologies from other
vendors to further enhance threat protection and incident response capability into any
deployment e undertake,” enthused Oakton. “This is actually a great testimony to Fortinet
The company is refreshingly open in enabling best-in-class solutions from other providers to
be cohesively assimilated into a single security stack. This has enabled us to deliver
ma imum value to our customers in a highly efficient manner.”
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“ ost clients yber maturity level progresses uickly as they feel
confident in the integrated fabric approach and e integrate
vulnerability management, e ternal threat intelligence and decoy
and deception systems for e ample. The combination of a tightly
integrated suite of Fortinet controls and simple e tension to include
e ternal providers systems through the FortiSIEM and FortiSOAR
integration processes is unrivalled in the market, the staffing and
recurring costs of security operations ith a Fortinet platform is far
lo er than other vendor offerings and the benefits ill only increase
as e enhance this partnership”

MULTINATIONAL, MULTI-INDUSTRY
Infosec Partners has amassed a highly diverse set of clients since its
inception. Oakton recounted, “One of the global utility providers that e
ork ith has operations in over
countries. We ere brought in
follo ing a breach and deployed our favored combination of Fortinet and
other e pert cyber consultancy solutions to uickly protect the hybrid IT
OT operational technology infrastructure from further compromises.”

e continued, “ ecause of the tight integration across the entire
Fortinet ecurity Fabric and the instant, on-demand capability
of our managed platform, I can drop ship a pre-staged cluster
of Fortinet solutions into even the most inhospitable of locations,
including ships at sea. I m also able to immediately provision
virtual fire alls, W Fs, I s and endpoint controls in a hybrid,
cloud or multi-cloud environment. I can then complete the
configuration and manage everything remotely from a single
console. dding layers of protection from Forti
, FortiI I T
and Forti O
allo s us to achieve advanced visibility and
control ithout any of the comple ity that usually accompanies
e pert systems.”

BUILDING A FOUNDATION FOR INNOVATION
everaging the Fortinet ecurity Fabric, Infosec Partners has
developed a po erful solution kno n as Forti ecured.
Oakton described, “ uilding on the multi-tenant capabilities of
Forti I , Forti ecured combines the strengths of several

industry-leading solutions including
Infosec Partners e tensive e periences
TRADITIONALLY COMPANIES HAVE
the Forti ate ne t-generation fire all
ith Fortinet controls in IT OT
PAID DOUBLE TO SEPARATELY
environments has made it the
P
integrated ith advanced endpoint
COVER THEIR IT AND OT
of choice for clients across a ide
security controls focusing on insider
INFRASTRUCTURES: WE’RE ABLE
number of industries, including airports,
threat,
and forensics to create
TO PROVIDE UNIFIED PROTECTION
po er generators and distributors, and
a highly elastic instant on ecurity
OF BOTH ENVIRONMENTS, WITH
critical infrastructure assets, systems
as a ervice offering for our clients.
and net orks. “Traditionally companies
STANDARDIZED SECURITY
Threat intelligence and forensically
have paid double to separately cover
CONTROLS: THIS IS JUST A
their IT and OT infrastructures We re
sound evidence from the Fortinet
COLOSSAL WIN FOR OUR CLIENTS.
able to provide unified protection of both
fabric are shared across the entire
environments, ith standardi ed security
infrastructure to provide protection at every single stage of the
controls This is ust a colossal in for our clients.”
threat lifecycle.”
With other customers in sectors such as financial services, insurance,
Oakton concluded, “What really impresses me is that Fortinet
hospitality, media and retail, Infosec Partners protects deployments of
has defined a core set of solutions that are all great individually
a fe hundred devices through to tens of thousands of endpoints.
and they come together to deliver massive value. The architecture
“We use Fortinet to secure on-prem, public and private clouds, and
of the Fortinet fabric enables best-in-class partners, like Infosec
hybrid environments. Invariably clients have e isting security products
Partners, to integrate incident response and remediation capability
that e need to accommodate but the fle ibility and speed of
into the Fortinet stack to create a cohesive protection platform that
implementation e can offer is ust unrivalled. It s rapidly becoming
is very compelling.
a game-changer for us,” enthused Oakton.
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